












































BEFORE THE 
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION 

 
Petition of Metropolitan Edison Company  : 
for Approval of its Act 129 Phase II   : M-2012-2334387 
Energy Efficiency and Conservation Plan  : 
       : 
Petition of Pennsylvania Electric Company  : 
For Approval of its Act 129 Phase II   : M-2012-2334392 
Energy Efficiency and Conservation Plan  : 
       : 
Petition of Pennsylvania Power Company  : 
For Approval of its Act 129 Phase II   : M-2012-2334395 
Energy Efficiency and Conservation Plan  : 
       : 
Petition of West Penn Power Company  :  
For Approval of its Act 129 Phase II   : M-2012-2334398 
Energy Efficiency and Conservation Plan  : 
 

STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF JOINT PETITION FOR FULL SETTLEMENT OF 
NON RESERVED ISSUES 

 
 TO THE PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION: 
 

Metropolitan Edison Company (Met-Ed), Pennsylvania Electric Company (Penelec), 

Pennsylvania Power Company (Penn Power), and West Penn Power Company (West Penn) 

(collectively “the Companies”) hereby files this Statement in Support of the Joint Petition of Full 

Settlement of Non Reserved Issues (“Joint Petition” or “Settlement”) entered into by the 

Companies, the Office of Consumer Advocate (“OCA”), the Coalition for Affordable Utility 

Services and Energy Efficiency in Pennsylvania (“CAUSE-PA”), PennFuture, Community 

Action Association of PA (“CAAP”), the Office of Small Business Advocate (“OSBA”), The 

Pennsylvania State University (“PSU”) and Comverge Inc. (“Comverge”) (collectively the 

“Settling Parties”) by their respective counsel.1 

                                                 
1 The Met-Ed Industrial Users Group (“MEIUG”), Penelec Industrial Customer Alliance (“PICA”), Penn Power 
Users Group (“PPUG”) and West Penn Power Industrial Intervenors (“WPPII”)(collectively the “Industrial 
Customers’ Groups”), Wal-Mart Stores East (“Wal-Mart”) and Sam’s East, Inc.(collectively “Wal-Mart”), active 
Parties in this proceeding, have indicated they wish to be identified as not objecting to the Joint Petition and not 
participating in the Joint Petition.  The “Reserved Issues” are the issues litigated by UGI Utilities, Inc.-Gas Division, 
UGI Penn Natural Gas, Inc. and UGI Central Penn Gas, Inc. (“UGI”) and the Companies, which will be addressed in 
Main and Reply Briefs. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. BACKGROUND 

The background of this proceeding is set forth in Paragraphs 1-5 of the Joint Petition and 

is incorporated by reference herein. 

II. COMMISSION POLICY FAVORS SETTLEMENTS 

Commission policy promotes settlements.2  Settlements reduce the time and expense the 

parties must expend in litigating a case while simultaneously conserving important 

administrative resources.  Settlement results are more predictable than those achieved in full 

litigation and are therefore preferable.  The terms of the Settlement in combination with the 

Companies’ underlying proposed Phase II Plans provide a lawful fulfillment of Act 129 and the 

Commission’s requirements for EE&C Plans.  In addition, the Plans, as revised, the direct and 

rebuttal testimony submitted by certain Joint Petitioners and the Stipulations submitted into 

evidence, provide a sound evidentiary basis for the Settlement3.   

III. THE SETTLEMENT IS IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST 

The Companies will increase the number of stakeholder meetings held annually from 2 to 

4, and offer to hold additional ad hoc meetings, via telephone conference, upon stakeholder 

request.  Further, the Companies will continue to meet with community based organizations 

(“CBOs”) on a quarterly basis as is currently done and will provide written materials distributed 

for such meetings to parties entering into this Settlement who request such information. 

Within 90 days of approval of the Companies’ EE&C Plans, the Companies will agree to 

contact major natural gas distributors in their service territories for the purpose of trying to find 

ways to better coordinate the Companies’ whole home retrofit program with like programs 

                                                 
2 See 52 Pa. Code § 5.231. 
3 Although the Settlement does not include issues raised by UGI, those reserved issues are to be decided by litigation 
based on evidence of record and briefing. 
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provided by the natural gas distributors, and will report the results of such meeting(s) at a 

subsequent stakeholder meeting. 

The Companies will allow customers to submit a single application for multiple measures 

installed under Phase II as a result of a comprehensive audit, provided that the multiple measures 

are all proposed and completed at the same time.  The Companies will also discuss with their 

implementation vendor(s) the possibility of offering a tiered incentive structure for customers 

who meet certain audit retrofit performance specifications and will report their findings at their 

then next stakeholder meeting.  Assuming that such an offering does not significantly decrease 

the cost-effectiveness and tracking and verifying results, and there is no significant opposition 

from stakeholders, the Companies will seek to modify their EE&C plans through the 

Commission’s standard processes, if necessary, with express support for such modifications 

being provided by the Joint Petitioners.  

The Companies will target evaluation funds for annual evaluation of the energy savings 

associated with the Home Energy Reports (aka Energy Usage Reports) and will share the results 

of such evaluations and any recommendations being proposed based on such results with 

interested parties during the Companies’ next applicable stakeholder meeting. 

In the event the Companies’ Residential New Construction Program becomes fully 

subscribed during the term of the plans, the Companies will discuss the issue with its stakeholder 

group.  Assuming that there is no significant opposition from such group, the Companies will 

seek approval to transfer additional funding from anticipated available funds allocated to other 

residential programs to the extent such transfer does not hinder the Companies’ goal attainment 

and adheres to the Companies’ budget caps and the Commission’s cost-effectiveness 

requirements.  Assuming such change meets these requirements, the Companies will seek 
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expedited approval through the Commission’s plan modification procedures, with such proposed 

change being affirmatively supported by the Joint Petitioners. 

Within 60 days of the approval of the Companies’ EE&C Plans, the Companies will meet 

in a collaborative with interested stakeholders to discuss recommendations for the reallocation of 

residential customer dollars from the Energy Efficiency Kits and the Home Energy Reports 

(HER) Programs to: (1) the Residential Energy Efficient Products Program to include HVAC, 

water heating, and ENERGY STAR appliances measures and (2) the Residential Home 

Performance Program for building shell measures and weatherization measures recommended 

through the Audit program to obtain more of the potential savings for these measures identified 

in the Statewide Evaluator’s (SWE) Electric Energy Efficiency Potential for Pennsylvania Study.  

While the Companies will entertain suggestions for the reallocation of such funding, it is within 

the discretion of the Companies to accept or reject any such recommendations made by any 

party, with such acceptance not being unreasonably withheld.  It is expressly acknowledged and 

agreed that rejection of any recommendation that causes the Companies to exceed their 2% 

spending cap or places at risk the Companies’ ability to achieve their statutory Phase II energy 

efficiency targets shall be deemed a reasonable rejection.  The Companies will share their 

rationale for any such rejections.  The Joint Petitioners agree that any agreed-upon changes to the 

programs will be requested through the Commission’s “Minor Changes” process, if necessary.  

Nothing contained herein restricts any Joint Petitioner’s rights in the “Minor Changes” process. 

The Companies will revise their Low Income Programs to target increased energy 

savings by at least 10% over the plan targets as currently proposed for low income programs.  To 

the extent that additional funding is required to support the targeted increase in energy savings, 

the Companies will shift up to $1 million in funds currently included in the general residential 

programs to specific low income programs, with the understanding that within 60 days of the 
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Companies’ EE&C plans being approved, the Companies will meet with Joint Petitioners who 

are interested in low income programs to discuss the results of its evaluation to increase the 

energy savings achieved through the dedicated low income programs and any requirement that 

additional funds should be allocated to its low income programs.  While the Companies will 

entertain suggestions for the use of such funding, it is within the discretion of the Companies to 

accept or reject any such recommendations made by any party, with such acceptance not being 

unreasonably withheld.  It is expressly acknowledged and agreed that rejection of any 

recommendation that causes the Companies to exceed their 2% spending cap or places at risk the 

Companies’ ability to achieve their statutory Phase II energy efficiency targets shall be deemed a 

reasonable rejection.  Further, within 9 months of the Companies’ EE&C plans being approved, 

the Companies will meet with these same parties and will review the results of the implemented 

recommendations.  It is further acknowledged and agreed that the Companies may reallocate 

funds agreed to be dedicated to the specific low income programs through this paragraph to 

general residential programs, should it be determined that the actual results are not meeting 

expectations as established during the initial meeting, or the Companies, in their discretion, 

cannot achieve their statutory Phase II energy efficiency targets if such funding continues.  The 

Companies agree to share with the affected parties their rationale should any such conclusions be 

drawn. The Companies will file such changes through the Commission’s “Minor Changes” 

process, if necessary.  Nothing contained herein restricts any party’s rights in the “Minor 

Changes” process.     

The Companies will work to develop a dedicated marketing plan for low income 

customers to target their participation in all residential programs.  Within 90 days of approval of 

the Companies’ EE&C plans, the Companies will meet with Joint Petitioners interested in low 

income programs and review all marketing materials for all low income and general residential 
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programs.  The Companies will consider all suggested improvements made by the low income 

advocates, but adoption of any such changes is within the discretion of the Companies, with such 

adoption not being unreasonable rejected by the Companies.  The Companies will share their 

rationale for any such rejection. 

During 2013, the Companies will investigate the market for heat pump water heaters 

within their respective service territories.  The Companies will share the results of the pilot 

developed under the LIURP program in Penn Power’s service territory and will study and share 

the results no later than their first stakeholder meeting in 2014.  Maria Frederick will provide 

details surrounding this program in her rebuttal testimony during the evidentiary hearing.4  

Should the results of the pilot demonstrate the feasibility of installing more heat pump water 

heaters within the available low income budget, the Companies will discuss during its 

stakeholder meeting the possibility of expanding the budget for such installations.  Further, the 

Companies will use reasonable efforts to target and install up to an additional 20 heat pump 

water heaters for low income customers annually across the Companies’ combined service 

territories.  Further the Companies will investigate the feasibility of adding an add-on heat pump 

to existing water heaters and will report their findings during an upcoming stakeholder meeting.    

The Companies will continue to cross market all low income programs offered by the 

Companies to confirmed low income customers.  They will also continue to direct confirmed low 

income customers to other federal and state agency sponsored low income programs for which 

the customer qualifies.  Ms. Frederick will provide details on how this is accomplished in her 

rebuttal testimony during the evidentiary hearing.5  

The Companies will continue to meet with CBOs on a quarterly basis to discuss, among 

other things, issues involving the Companies’ low income EE&C program offerings.  The 
                                                 
4 Ms. Frederick provided this testimony at the January 17, 2013 hearing in the form of oral Rebuttal Testimony.  NT 
88-96. 
5 Supra. 
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Companies will provide meeting notes/results to Joint Petitioners upon request.  Ms. Frederick 

will provide details during her rebuttal testimony explaining how the Companies work with 

CBOs.6 

The Companies will work with the Statewide Evaluator (SWE) to develop a survey 

methodology that is acceptable to the SWE that assesses low income customer participation in 

non-low income programs.  Prior to conducting the survey, the Companies will discuss the 

survey methodology agreed-upon by the SWE.  The Companies will share the results of any such 

survey during an upcoming stakeholder meeting. 

The Companies will continue to require its vendors and contractors who implement low 

income programs and install low income energy efficiency measures to use commercially 

reasonable efforts to coordinate any such installations and implementations with natural gas 

providers located within the applicable Company’s service territory.  Ms. Frederick will explain 

during her rebuttal testimony how such coordination is done.7 

The educational materials included within the energy efficiency kits will include the 

following information for customers:  (i) information on kit contents; (ii) installation 

instructions; (iii) household energy savings tips; (iv) CFL disposal instructions; and (v) 

marketing materials for other residential programs.  The Companies further agree to include low 

income education as an agenda item in the meeting contemplated in Paragraph 8 for the purpose 

of seeking suggested improvements in said materials; however, the adoption of any such 

suggested improvements shall be within the discretion of the Companies, with such adoption not 

being unreasonably rejected.  The Companies will explain their rationale for any such rejection. 

                                                 
6 Supra. 
7 Supra. 
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The Companies will withdraw their request for an extension of their reconciliation period 

for Phase I costs in this proceeding and will, instead, make such a request in a separate 

proceeding as suggested by OCA. 

The Companies will add the following stipulated facts into the evidentiary record in this 

proceeding: 

Combined Heat and Power (“CHP”) projects may be approved as eligible custom 

measure projects, if found to be cost effective as indicated by a Total Resource Cost (“TRC”) 

score above 1.0, as calculated in accordance with the Technical Reference Manual (“TRM”) 

standards or other Commission guidelines or directives.  In addition, each eligible project must 

not be above 10 MW in size, are intended solely for customer on-site use (not wholesale 

merchant projects), produce retail energy savings to a FirstEnergy operating company 

(“Company”) (i.e., the reduction of electricity consumption), are installed and operational during 

Phase II and comply with all Company interconnection and standby service rules and 

requirements.8 

The Companies will add the following stipulated into the evidentiary record in this 

proceeding: 

Large Commercial and Industrial Phase I applications with respect to projects that have 

not been completed prior to the conclusion of Phase I will be processed as part of the same Phase 

II Programs without re-application, consistent with the Companies’ EE&C Plan review and 

eligibility requirements.9 

In exchange for the above concessions by the Companies, the Joint Petitioners agree to 

support the Companies’ EE&C Plans as modified above, and as described by Maria Frederick 

                                                 
8 This Stipulation was admitted into the evidentiary record at the January 17, 2013 hearing.  NT 47 . 
9 Supra. 
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during her rebuttal testimony10, and will not pursue any other issues not addressed herein that are 

included in any Joint Petitioner’s testimony.    

IV. THE PLANS AS MODIFIED BY SETTLEMENT MEET THE REQUIREMENTS 
OF ACT 129 AND THE COMMISSION 

 
The Companies’ Joint Company Exhibit No. 1, the Joint Petition for consolidation and 

approval of the Phase II Plans, admitted into evidence at the January 17, 2013 hearing, provides 

the background to the Phase II filings and overviews of the Direct Testimony offered in support 

and the Plans.  The Companies prepared and admitted into evidence three Direct Testimony 

Statements.  Met-Ed/Penelec/PennPower/West Penn Statement No. 1, the direct testimony of 

John C. Dargie, provided an overview of the Companies and their Phase II EE&C Plans.  Met-

Ed/Penelec/PennPower/West Penn Statement No. 2, the direct testimony of Edward C. Miller, 

provided a detailed description of the Plans, an explanation of the Proposed Plans’ development 

and compliance, the Plans’ risks and the Program Goals.  Met-Ed/Penelec/PennPower/West Penn 

Statement No. 3, the direct testimony of Kevin M. Siedt, provided support for the Companies’ 

proposed cost recovery and reconciliation of Program costs.  In addition, the Plans themselves, 

which will be submitted with revisions consistent with the Settlement, were admitted into 

evidence as ME Exhibit No. 1, PE Exhibit No. 1, WPP Exhibit No. 1 and PP Exhibit No. 1.  

Finally, the Companies/Comverge Stipulation, the Companies/Industrial Customers Groups 

Stipulation and the FE Term Sheet Exhibit were also admitted into evidence. 11 

Consistent with the Commission’s Phase II Implementation Order (“Implementation 

Order”), the Companies filed EE&C Plans that will operate from June 1, 2013, through May 31, 

2016.  The Plans include Programs and measures that are targeted at meeting the Implementation 

                                                 
10 Provided at hearing on January 17, 2013. 
11 Mr. Siedt supported a modification to the Phase I riders reconciliation of Phase I costs and revenues, as well as 
support for the Phase II riders and reconciliation process.  Pursuant to the Settlement reached in this case, the 
Companies have agreed to submit their proposed changes to the Phase I reconciliation process in a separate 
proceeding.  However the Settlement authorizes Commission adoption of Mr. Siedt’s recommendations with respect 
to the Phase II riders. 
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Order’s energy reduction goals at an annualized cost not to exceed 2 percent of the Companies’ 

total annual revenue as of December 31, 2006.12 

Consistent with the Act’s requirements, the Companies’ Proposed Plans (i) provide a 

Section 1307 cost recovery mechanism ; (ii) assign and allocate the costs associated with the 

EE&C measures to the same customer class that will receive the direct energy and conservation 

benefits from these measures ; (iii) bifurcate all Phase I EE&C costs from Phase II EE&C costs ; 

(iv) provide that a minimum of ten percent of all consumption reduction requirements will come 

from units of federal, state and local governments, including municipalities, school districts, 

institutions of higher education and non-profit entities ; (v) include specific energy efficiency 

measures for households at or below 150% of the federal poverty income guidelines, in 

proportion to that sector’s share of the total energy usage in the EDC’s service territory ; (vi) 

obtain a minimum of 4.5% of their total consumption reduction requirements from the low-

income sector ; and (vii) contain at least one comprehensive measure for residential and small 

commercial rate classes. 

Although not required, consistent with the Commission’s suggestion in its 

Implementation Order, the Plans give special emphasis and consideration to multifamily housing 

within the government/educational/nonprofit sector in the Companies’ EE&C plans. 

In developing the Proposed Plans, the Companies relied on their experience in managing 

the existing suite of programs already approved by the Commission for Phase I.  The Companies 

also: (i) identified potential measures through peer review and benchmarking of other utilities 

and affiliates; (ii) received input from stakeholders, consultants and vendors; (iii) reviewed the 

Commission’s Tentative Order regarding the 2013 proposed technical resource manual 

(“TRM”), the Commission’s Order regarding the 2013 total resource cost (“TRC”) test, the 2012 
                                                 
12 The Companies challenged the goal levels in a separate proceeding.  In that proceeding the Commission rejected 
the Companies’ request to reduce the goals, but confirmed the Companies’ legal option to request goal reductions in 
the future. 
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TRM, and the SWE’s Market Potential Study; and (iv) performed the 2013 TRC Test.  Based on 

these reviews, analyses and evaluation, the Companies established their Proposed Plans within 

the mandated spending limitations of Act 129.  The Proposed Plans were designed to achieve a 

balance of costs and end results, keeping in mind each Company’s Implementation Order targets, 

while developing a portfolio that provides implementation flexibility. 

The Companies’ Proposed Plans describe how the Companies will achieve the required 

reductions in consumption, within the cost limitations and assumptions prescribed by the 

Commission’s 2012 Implementation Order, and explain how quality assurance and performance 

will be measured, verified and evaluated.  The Proposed Plans include cost estimates to develop 

and implement programs and measures, and, pursuant to 66 Pa.C.S. §1307, a tariff rider cost 

recovery mechanism is proposed to ensure full and current recovery of the costs of the plans.  A 

budget showing total planned expenditures by program and customer class is also included in 

each of the Companies’ Proposed Plans.    

The savings generated and evaluated through the Companies’ Proposed Plans are based 

upon the requirements and guidance set forth in the 2012 PA Total Resource Cost (TRC) Test, 

2009 PA Total Resource Cost Test, Docket Nos. M-2012-2300653 and M-2009-2108601 (Order 

entered August 30, 2012).  The results of the TRC test, as applied to the Proposed Plans, are 

presented in Appendices D1 and D2 of the Companies’ respective Plans and are expressed as 

both a net present value and a benefit-cost ratio.  Each of the Plans passes the TRC test. 

The Companies have designed a suite of programs for all major customer segments.  The 

programs offered by the Companies in Phase II are an expansion of the successful elements 

currently included in the Existing Plans, which were approved by the Commission.  These 

programs (which are described in greater detail in each Company’s Proposed Plan and 

summarized in Companies’ Witness Miller’s testimony) are as follows: 
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Residential programs: 

• Appliance Turn-In Program  

• Energy Efficient Products Program  

• Home Performance Program 

• Low Income Program 

Small Commercial and Industrial programs: 

• C&I Energy Efficient Equipment Program  

• C&I Energy Efficient Buildings Program  

Large Commercial and Industrial programs: 

• C&I Energy Efficient Equipment Program  

• C&I Energy Efficient Buildings Program  

Government and Non-Profit Program: 

• Governmental & Institutional Program 

The specific program designs listed above cover each of the five market segments: (i) 

residential (including low income); (ii) small commercial and industrial; (iii) large commercial 

and industrial; (iv) street lighting; and (v) government (including federal, state, and local 

government or municipalities/school districts/institutions of higher learning and non-profit 

entities).  The Proposed Plans leverage the existing programs and include a mix of expanded and 

new services that take maximum advantage of current opportunities, volume cost efficiencies 

and a variety of delivery channels that are anticipated to result in significant levels of customer 

participation.  All of the program designs are presented in detail in Section 3 of the Companies’ 

Proposed Plans. 

The Settlement terms provide additions to the Plans details, including specific 

administration and implementation activities, that accommodates the Joint Petitioners’ concerns 

regarding specific Programs in a manner that does not increase the Companies’ risk of not 

achieving their energy reduction goals or exceeding their budgets.  The Stipulation the 

Companies reached with Comverge clarifies the requirements for eligible Combined Heat and 

Power projects submitted to the Custom Applications program.  These significant projects (up to 
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10 MW, are likely to utilize natural gas as their fuel source.  The Stipulation the Companies 

reached with the Industrial Customers Groups clarifies that customers with applications pending 

in Phase I will not be disadvantaged by the commencement of Phase II programs at the end of 

May 31, 2013.  The Settlement terms address a number of concern Joint Petitioners raised with 

respect to low income and residential customer programs.  The Settlement also addresses Joint 

Petitioner concerns regarding coordination with natural gas providers and requires the 

Companies to coordinate with natural gas distribution companies on whole home retrofit 

projects, as well as continuing the Companies’ obligation to require its contractors and vendors 

to coordinate installations with gas companies.   

An overarching theme of the Settlement terms is that the Companies will continue to 

study issues and communicate with stakeholder representatives regularly on numerous issues as 

we move through Phase II and make adjustments to the Plans that are meritorious.  This positive, 

public interest oriented attitude should be reinforced by the Commission through full adoption of 

the Settlement. 

V. REASONS THE SETTLEMENT SHOULD BE APPROVED 

The Settlement should be approved because the terms satisfy the concerns and needs of a 

diverse group of Intervenors and the Companies themselves.  Resolution of the non-reserved 

issues by settlement also reduces the Joint Petitioners costs of further litigation.  In addition, the 

Proposed Plans meet all the requirements of Act 129 and the specific Phase II requirements, 

based in Act 129, that the Commission has articulated in its Implementation Order.   
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STATEMENT OF THE COALITION FOR AFFORDABLE UTILITY SERVICES 

 AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN PENNSYLVANIA IN SUPPORT OF  
PETITION FOR FULL SETTLEMENT OF NON-RESERVED ISSUES 

______________________________________________ 
 

The Coalition for Affordable Utility Services and Energy Efficiency in Pennsylvania 

(“CAUSE-PA”), one of the signatory parties to the Joint Petition for Full Settlement of Non-

Reserved Issues (“Joint Petition” or “Settlement”), finds the terms and conditions of the 

Settlement to be in the public interest and, through its counsel at the Pennsylvania Utility Law 

Project, submits this statement in support.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

CAUSE-PA intervened in this proceeding  to address, among other issues, whether the 

proposed Phase II EE&C Plans ensure that the low income population, as defined in the Act, is 

correctly targeted; whether those low income customers obtain a share of the total energy savings 
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that is in accord with the Commission’s August 3, 2012 Order; and whether the measures 

employed,  and methods of coordination and education are appropriate and  comport with and 

satisfy the requirements of Act 129 and Commission Orders. Although not all of CAUSE-PA’s 

positions have been fully adopted, it is a settlement arrived at through good faith negotiation. 

The Joint Petition is in the public interest in that it addresses the issues of concern to CAUSE-

PA, balances the interests of the parties and resolves a number of important issues fairly. 

Substantial litigation and associated costs will be avoided; and if approved, the Settlement will 

eliminate the possibility of further Commission litigation and appeals, along with their attendant 

costs. 

 

BACKGROUND 
 

CAUSE-PA accepts and adopts the Background statement as it appears in the Joint 

Petition.  

 
 

REASONS FOR CAUSE- PA SUPPORT OF THE JOINT PETITION 
 
Section II A of the Petition sets out the specific settlement provisions. Many of these 

provisions address issues presented in testimony and negotiated by the parties concerning aspects 

of the First Energy Companies’ Act 129 Phase II Plan (“the Plan”) affecting low income 

customers.  The resolution of these issues, through this settlement, furthers the goals of Act 129 

and Commission Orders regarding the energy efficiency and conservation services and measures 

to be provided to low- income households within First Energy Companies service territory and is 

in the public interest.   
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1. Section II A Paragraph 1 of the Joint Petition provides a mechanism for regularly 

scheduled and good faith communications and meetings between the company, the parties,  

community based organizations, and other interested stakeholders. Specifically, the number 

of stakeholder meetings held annually will increase from 2 to 4, and additional ad hoc 

meetings, via telephone conference, will be available upon stakeholder request.  In addition 

to these meetings, the Companies will continue to meet with community based organizations 

on a quarterly basis and will provide the written materials distributed for such meetings to 

parties entering into this settlement who request such information. 

Act 129 stakeholder meetings have proven to be an excellent opportunity for the Companies 

and interested stakeholders to work in a collaborative manner to exchange experiences, 

evaluate, fine tune and improve the delivery of Act 129 services and measures. Doubling the 

number of these meetings so that they may be held at more frequent intervals and enabling 

additional telephonic conferences, when appropriate, will greatly facilitate the timely and 

meaningful exchange of information and will result in an improved Act 129 Phase II 

program, which is in the public interest.  

 

2. Section II A Paragraph 2 provides that within 90 days of approval of the Companies’ 

EE&C plans, the Companies will agree to contact major natural gas distributors in their 

service territories for the purpose of trying to find ways to better coordinate the Companies’ 

whole home retrofit program with like programs provided by the natural gas distributors, 

and will report the results of such meeting(s) at a subsequent stakeholder meeting. This 

section, which provides for timely action by the Companies to communicate with and 

coordinate efforts with the natural gas companies will provide efficiencies in the delivery of 
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energy efficiency and conservation services and measures and will provide added benefits 

to the households targeted to receive those services.  

 

3. Section II A Paragraph 3 of the Settlement commits the Companies to allow customers to 

submit a single application for multiple measures installed under Phase II as a result of a 

comprehensive audit, provided that the multiple measures are all proposed and completed at 

the same time.  The Companies will also discuss with their implementation vendor(s) the 

possibility of offering a tiered incentive structure for customers who meet certain audit 

retrofit performance specifications and will report their findings at their then next 

stakeholder meeting.  Assuming that such an offering does not significantly decrease the 

cost-effectiveness and tracking and verifying results, and there is no significant opposition 

from stakeholders, the Companies will seek to modify their EE&C plans through the 

Commission’s standard processes, if necessary, with express support for such modifications 

being provided by the Joint Petitioners. 

 

Reducing the paperwork and administrative burdens borne by customers, while at the same 

time considering the delivery of a tiered incentive structure and discussing the possible 

options for such a tiered structure at stakeholder meetings will create  enhanced incentives 

for customer participation in ACT 129 Phase II efficiency opportunities.   

 

4. Section II A Paragraph 4 of the Settlement commits the Companies to target evaluation 

funds for annual evaluation of the energy savings associated with the Home Energy Reports 

(aka Energy Usage Reports) and to share the evaluation results and any proposed 
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recommendations with interested parties during the Companies’ next applicable stakeholder 

meeting.  

 

It is in the public interest to have meaningful information available to the companies, 

stakeholders and the Commission regarding the effectiveness of the Energy Usage Reports 

in reducing energy usage.  

  

5. Section II A Paragraph 6 of the Settlement provides that within 90 days of the approval of 

the Companies’ EE&C Plans, the Companies will meet in a collaborative with interested 

stakeholders to discuss recommendations for the reallocation of residential customer dollars 

from the Energy Efficiency Kits and the Home Energy Reports (HER) Programs to: (1) the 

Residential Energy Efficient Products Program to include HVAC, water heating, and 

ENERGY STAR appliances measures and (2) the Residential Home Performance Program 

for building shell measures and weatherization measures recommended through the Audit 

program to obtain more of the potential savings for these measures identified in the 

Statewide Evaluator’s (SWE) Electric Energy Efficiency Potential for Pennsylvania Study.   

Any agreed-upon changes to the programs will be requested through the Commission’s 

“Minor Changes” process, if necessary.   

 
The continued and timely discussion of recommendations intended to obtain greater 

potential aggregate as well as more meaningful individual household energy savings is in 

the public interest. The consideration of reallocation of residential customer dollars to 

measures such as HVAC, water heating and ENERGY Star appliances will assist the 

Companies develop an effective plan intended to achieve those ends. Specifying that any 
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agreed-upon changes will be requested through the Commission’s “Minor Changes” 

process will permit efficient and cost effective implementation of these changes which is 

also in the public interest.      

 

6. Section II A Paragraph 7 of the Settlement commits the Companies to revise their Low 

Income Programs to target an increasing of the energy savings by at least 10% over the 

Plan’s currently proposed targets for low income programs.  To the extent that additional 

funding is required to support the targeted increase in energy savings, the Companies will 

shift up to $1 million in funds currently included in the general residential programs to 

specific low income programs, with the understanding that within 60 days of the 

Companies’ EE&C plans being approved, the Companies will meet with Joint Petitioners 

who are interested in low income programs to discuss the results of its evaluation to 

increase the energy savings achieved through the dedicated low income programs and any 

requirement that additional funds should be allocated to its low income programs.   

 

As the testimony in this proceeding has demonstrated, dedicated, cost free low-income 

programs have been specifically developed and designed to serve the low-income 

population within each service territory. They have been demonstrated to be best able to   

achieve effective energy savings results for that targeted population. The revision of the 

plans to increase energy savings within the low-income programs combined with the 

potential shifting within the residential sector of up to $1 million dollars, currently included 

within general residential programs, will enable the company to better and more 

meaningfully  serve  low income households within its service territory. These potential 
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changes are expected to enable the Companies to better meet their low-income sector 

energy reduction obligations and are thus within the public interest.   

 

This commitment by the Companies is not unconditional. It is subject to their ability to 

reject any recommendation that causes the Companies to exceed their 2% spending cap or 

places at risk the Companies’ ability to achieve their statutory Phase II energy efficiency 

targets, thereby ensuring that the reallocation of funding is achieved in a prudent and 

efficient manner. 

 

Furthermore, continued monitoring of the revisions will occur. Within 9 months of the 

Companies’ EE&C plans being approved, the Companies will meet with the parties and 

review the results of the implemented recommendations. If actual results are not meeting 

expectations as established during the initial meeting, or the Companies, in their discretion, 

cannot achieve their statutory Phase II energy efficiency targets if such funding continues 

the Companies retain the ability to reallocate funds. 

 

Finally, the Companies will file such changes through the Commission’s “Minor Changes” 

process, if necessary.  This is in the public interest process in that it will permit efficient 

and cost effective implementation of these changes.     

 

7. Section II A Paragraph 8 of the Settlement requires the Companies to work to develop a 

dedicated marketing plan for low income customers to target their participation in all 

residential programs.  Within 90 days of approval of the Companies’ EE&C plans, the 
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Companies will meet with Joint Petitioners interested in low income programs and review 

all marketing materials for all low income and general residential programs. The 

Companies will in good faith consider all suggested improvements made by the low income 

advocates while retaining the discretion to adopt any changes subject to the suggestions not 

being unreasonably rejected by the Companies.  The Companies will share their rationale 

for any such rejection. 

 

Low income advocates have unique and valuable experience in addressing the needs of 

low-income households and in designing materials and methods of reaching those 

households in an economic, efficient and effective manner. This section of the settlement 

paragraph will enable the companies and advocates to work collaboratively to take 

advantage of multiple perspectives and experiences; thereby developing an effective 

marketing plan and enabling the companies to better achieve their low-income sector 

energy reduction targets.   

 

8. Section II A Paragraph 9 of the Settlement commits the Companies to investigate, 

during 2013, the market for heat pump water heaters within their respective service 

territories.  The Companies will share the results of the pilot developed under the LIURP 

program in Penn Power’s service territory and will study and share the results no later than 

their first stakeholder meeting in 2014.   Should the results of the pilot demonstrate the 

feasibility of installing more heat pump water heaters within the available low income 

budget, the Companies will discuss during its stakeholder meeting the possibility of 

expanding the budget for heat pump water heater installations. The Companies will use 
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reasonable efforts to target and install up to an additional 20 heat pump water heaters for 

low income customers annually across the Companies’ combined service territories.  

Further the Companies will investigate the feasibility of adding an add-on heat pump to 

existing water heaters and will report their findings during an upcoming stakeholder 

meeting.    

 

Heat pump water heaters provide the potential for meaningful bill reductions to low-

income households as part of the energy efficiency reductions. The installation of 20 

additional  heat pump water heaters annually  will aid that many households reduce their 

monthly bills while at the same time assist the companies to achieve low-income   energy 

reduction targets. The Penn Power LIURP pilot program results will provide an informed 

basis to evaluate the benefits and methods for future expansion of this initiative.    

  

9.   Section II A Paragraph 10 of the Settlement requires the Companies to continue to 

cross market all low income programs offered by the Companies to confirmed low income 

customers.  They will also continue to direct confirmed low income customers to other 

federal and state agency sponsored low income programs for which the customer qualifies.  

The Companies’ commitment to continue to inform low-income customers of all the 

options available to them for energy savings and bill payment assistance is an important 

step in coordinating activities and resources and enabling low-income households to best 

determine how to utilize those programs most appropriate to their needs. 
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10. Section II A Paragraph 11 of the Settlement commits the Companies to continue to 

meet with Community Based Organizations (CBOs) on a quarterly basis to discuss, among 

other things, issues involving the Companies’ low income EE&C program offerings.  The 

Companies will provide meeting notes/results to Settling Parties upon request.  

 
CBOs have unique and valuable experience in addressing the needs of low-income 

households and in the provision of effective energy efficiency programs This section of the 

settlement will enable the companies and CBOs to work collaboratively to take advantage 

of multiple perspectives and experiences; thereby developing a more effective Plan and 

enabling the companies to better achieve their low-income sector energy reduction targets.   

 
11. Section II A Paragraph 12 of the Settlement commits the Companies to work with the 

Statewide Evaluator (SWE) to develop a survey methodology that is acceptable to the SWE 

that assesses low income customer participation in non-low income programs.  Prior to 

conducting the survey, the Companies will discuss the survey methodology agreed-upon by 

the SWE.  The Companies will share the results of any such survey during an upcoming 

stakeholder meeting. 

 

It is in the public interest to ensure that low-income participation in non-low-income 

programs is effectively assessed so as to ensure that a) the energy savings are accurately 

measured and b) are provided only to households meeting the low-income eligibility 

requirements. The requirement that the Companies work with SWE to develop an 

acceptable survey methodology and to discuss, at stakeholder meetings, that methodology 

and  results will ensure that limited  resources are  most effectively targeted.  
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12. Section II A Paragraph 13 of the Settlement commits the Companies to continue to 

require its vendors and contractors who implement low income programs and install low 

income energy efficiency measures to use commercially reasonable efforts to coordinate 

any such installations and implementations with natural gas providers located within the 

applicable Company’s service territory.   

 

The coordination with natural gas providers located within the applicable Company’s 

service territory will enable low-income households to achieve the benefits of all 

programs through effective and commercially reasonable methods. The avoidance of 

multiple service calls and the coordination of activities will achieve beneficial time 

savings results for the households as well as the vendors and contractors and establish a 

mechanism to provide that household a fuller array of services in an efficient manner.   

 

13. Section II A paragraph 14 of the Settlement specifies that educational materials 

included within the energy efficiency kits will include information on kit content; 

installation instructions; household energy savings tips; CFL disposal instructions; and 

marketing materials for other residential programs.   

 

This information will enable the kits to be more effectively used by the receiving 

households and will broaden the impact and effectiveness of the specific measures 

provided by the inclusion of materials and information about other residential programs. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
The Joint Petition avoids extended litigation with potentially uncertain outcome, actively 

addresses low-income concerns and satisfies the Commission’s requirements of Act 129 

Phase II in regard to those matters.  

 

The Joint Petitioners arrived at the Settlement after a number of meetings, discussions, 

discovery and extensive negotiations.  The Settlement terms and conditions constitute a 

carefully crafted package representing reasonable negotiated compromises on the issues 

addressed herein.  Thus, the Settlement is consistent with the Commission’s rules and 

practices encouraging negotiated settlements (see 52 Pa. Code §§ 5.231, 69.391, and 

69.401). 

 

WHEREFORE, CAUSE-PA submits this Statement of Support and respectfully requests 

that this Honorable Commission find the settlement to be in the public interest and 

approve the settlement as set forth in the Petition for Settlement its entirety without 

modification.  

Respectfully submitted, 
 
PENNSYLVANIA UTILITY LAW PROJECT 
Counsel for CAUSE-PA 

 
Harry S. Geller, Esq., PA ID: 22415 

 Patrick M. Cicero, Esq., PA ID: 89039 
118 Locust Street 
Harrisburg, PA 17101 
Tel.: 717-236-9486 
Fax: 717-233-4088 

January 28, 2013    pulp@palegalaid.net 
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